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SILHOUET-TONE, A WELL-RESPECTED COMPANY RECOGNIZED AROUND THE WORLD
As the world’s leading manufacturer of spa and esthetic equipment, 

Silhouet-Tone is recognized by its peers each and every year.

MANUFACTURER OF MED-ESTHETIC 
FURNITURE SINCE 1965

OVER  
30 PATENTED 
PRODUCTS
Investment n research and 
development has resulted in 
a growing number of patents. 
This demonstrates our level of 
ingenuity and our commitment 
to offer the most innovative 
products possible.

ACTIVE IN  
MORE THAN  
53 COUNTRIES
Our global reach has expanded 
in step with the growing success 
of our products. At present, 
Silhouet-Tone is operating 
across 53 countries with 
products that are sold on every 
continent. 

EXPERTISE  
IN 23 PROVEN 
TECHNOLOGIES
We use a variety of technologies 
that are clinically and scientifically 
proven and established. In 
fact, our approach is based on 
a substantial investment that 
involves having research teams 
around the world. 

TRUSTED BY  
56 DISTRIBUTORS 

Awarded the Professionals’ 
Choice distinction since 
2010, we take pride in of the 
expressions of appreciation 
from our suppliers and clients 
as they convey the level of trust 
we have built over the years 
by meeting the industry’s most 
exacting requirements.



SETTING NEW STANDARDS

IN MASSAGE  
THERAPY
Inspired by a professional massage therapist’s expertise and 

driven by bodyworkers and clients’ needs, Silhouet-Tone is 

proud to present this ETNA treatment table. The ETNA table 

was designed and assembled following massage therapy 

modalities requirements to ensure the therapist’s proper 

body mechanics. Ergonomic yet elegant, every detail of the 

ETNA has been thoroughly considered to offer a maximum 

of functionality. ADA certified, this therapy table features an 

adjustable height going as low as 17 inches from the ground 

and allowing people with reduced mobility to settle on the 

ETNA straight from a wheelchair.



Brett Baute LMT NMT began his training in 2001 when he attended Florida College of Natural Health. After successfully completing both the basic and advanced 
massage training programs, Brett was determined to perfect his skills and somewhat obsessed with finding the combination of modalities that would improve human 
performance. Today Brett is the owner and operator of Massage Therapy Solutions, a Miami-based mobile massage company which has become popular amongst the 
growing high endurance athletic population. His clients range from weekend warriors to Olympic athletes. "Everyone deserves a chance to unlock the body’s ability to 
move, work and play at its best." In 2011, Brett decided to expand on his passion for the industry by becoming an educator. He is currently an instructor for a major 
massage school in Miami. Aside from teaching a basic massage program Brett also created three of his own seminars for therapists looking to learn his distinct style. 
He also takes an active part in bringing professional advice to build body care oriented furniture. 

SILHOUET-TONE IS PROUD TO PARTNER WITH BRETT BAUTE, LMT IN DESIGNING THE PERFECT TREATMENT 
TABLE ADAPTED FOR ANY TYPE OF MASSAGE THERAPY AND BODYWORK TREATMENT

I feel we are really on to something here. 

We created a great product while keeping 

the art of massage in mind. This truly is a 

bodyworker’s best friend.
“

”  Brett Baute Licensed Massage Therapist

Designed for massage treatments, the ETNA table 
features a crossbar at its base for a safe and smooth 
feeling as the therapist adjusts the height by using a 
foot pedal that keeps his hands free, preserving the 
contact with the client during the treatment. Sturdy 
and built to last, the ETNA was designed following a 
massage therapist’s expertise, ensuring an ergonomic 
positioning for the bodyworker. The ETNA versatility is the 
perfect complement to an extensive spa menu. Simple 
yet elegant, this table will grace your massage room 
while providing unparalleled comfort over long shifts.

Featuring a flexible arms system (SBF), this table is 
designed for a treatment experience far beyond relaxation. 
Stable with the capability to go higher and lower than the 
majority of its competitors, making it the perfect addition 
to any treatment center, training room, or med-spa. The 
ingenious design opens the doors of creativity allowing 
the therapist to work beyond the reach of the ordinary 
flat surface. This table provides enhanced comfort for 
the client while ensuring proper body mechanics, making 
the ETNA SBF the bodyworker’s best friend.     

E T N A E T N A SBF

SAHARA SAND
TANNER#206

417198

CAPPUCCINO
TANNER#62

417195

CRÈME BRÛLÉE
TANNER#120

417197

SPRING HONEY
TANNER#100

417196

CHARCOAL
TANNER#60

417194

MOKA
TANNER#26

417192

SANDY BEACH
TANNER#20

417191

SANDSTONE
TANNER#660

417199

PURE WHITE
TANNER#10

417190

EBONY
TANNER#40

417193



412700
E T N A VERSATILITY, DURABILITY AND STABILITY

Why is table  
height so important?
“Different modalities often require different 
table highest. This table will allow a therapist 
to easily perform a variety of modalities 
while ensuring proper body mechanics.  
The table also decreases a facility need to 
limit a treatment room to just a select group 
of services.” 

What is the right  
amount of padding?
“In bodywork, we need access to the body, 
not have it sunk into padding stopping 
therapist from executing the proper 
technique. With that in mind, we believe 
2 inches is the perfect balance of comfort 
and function.” 

Where do you feel  
this table stands out?
“The stitch work on this table was one of the 
first things that made me feel like this is a 
real investment, not just a purchase.  Where 
most companies staple the vinyl, they are 
taking the extra time to use Kevlar to stitch 
it together.”  

*UL® is a global independent safety science company with more than a century of expertise innovating safety solutions.  

*

ULTIMATE TABLE
F O R  M A S S A G E  A N D  B O D Y W O R K  T R E AT M E N T

REIKI, ACUPRESSURE, STRETCHING, SPORT MASSAGE, SHIATSU, AND MORE

Foot pedal included 
for height adjustment

Height adjustment  
via an electric motor:  
min. 43.2 cm (17 in),  
max. 86.4 cm (34 in)

A sturdy structure with a  
lifting capacity of 600 lbs

Crossbar to 
ensure safety 
and stability 

5.1 cm (2 in) 
high-quality 
foam optimized 
for therapy 
treatment 

Optional foot extender   

Adjustable legs for uneven floors  

Adjustable hydraulic armrest to optimize patients’ comfort 

13 bolsters available
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B O L S T E R
SPECIALTY COLLECTION

412374

This large scalene triangle 
assists in a number of 
conditions, such as vertigo, 
acid reflux, post-orthopedic 
procedure, COPD (Chronic 
Obstruct ive Pulmonary 
Disease), and many more.    

10" X 27"
25.4 cm X 68.58 cm

1 412382

This unique house like shape 
helps is the most stable of 
all the bolsters. With two 
height options while working 
side-lying, this bolster is a 
perfect example of versatility. 

7" X 8.5" X 24"
17.18 cm X 20.32 cm X 60.96 cm

3 412380

This model features a cervical 
contour at its end making it 
ideal for resting and supporting 
clients head and neck. More 
hygienic than having pillows 
in the treatment rooms, this 
bolster completes the spa 
experience. 

3" X 14" X 11"
7.62 cm X 35.56 cm X 27.94 cm

7 412373

Larger breast can become 
uncomfortable while lying prone 
this unique design helps create 
a more comfortable experience. 

3" X 18.5" X 21"
7.62 cm X 45.72 cm X 53.34 cm

9

ROUND BOLSTER

412378

Considered to be the icon of 
bolsters, this standard size 
bolster makes the perfect 
addition to any spa treatment 
room.

6" X 26"
15.24 cm X 66.04 cm

5 412375

The largest of the round 
bolsters. This model is best 
used on athletes as well as 
taller, larger framed clients.

9" X 26"
22.86 cm X 66.04 cm

11 412381

The shorter length allows for 
one extremity to be comfortably 
stabilized while the other 
extremity is treated. 

7" X 20"
17.78 cm X 50.80 cm

12412376

Over-sized bolsters like 
these are excellent additions 
for Lymphatic Drainage or 
other specialty technique 
that requires elevation of the 
extremity above the rest of the 
body.

8" X 26"
20.32 cm X 66.04 cm

2

412383

Allows the convenience 
of a single location 
bolstering, whether it’s 
a little lumbar support 
or more stability to a 
problematic ankle.

3" X 6" X 13"
7.62 cm X 15.24 cm X 33.02 cm

4 412379

This half bolster features 
a flat bottom and is 
sure to stay still even 
through those sessions 
full of Stretching & ROM 
technique.

3" X 6" X 26"
7.62 cm X 15.24 cm X 66.04 cm

13412377

This half bolster features 
a flat bottom and is 
sure to stay still even 
through those sessions 
full of Stretching & ROM 
technique. Longer than 
most bolsters it is ideal 
for wider clients.

4.5" X 9" X 29"
11.43 cm X 22.86 cm X 73.66 cm

10

3/4 ROUND BOLSTER

412371

Over-sized bolsters 
like these are excellent 
additions for Lymphatic 
Drainage or other 
specialty technique that 
requires elevation of 
the extremity above the 
rest of the body. With 
its flat bottom side-lying 
position becomes more 
comfortable. 

7.25" X 9" X 26"
17.78 cm X 22.86 cm X 66.04 cm

6 412372

This three-quarters round 
offers the comfort of a 
round bolster with the 
added stability of a half 
flat bottom bolster, making 
it ideal for the all-around 
therapist.

4" X 4.75" X 26"
10.16 cm X 12.07 cm X 66.04 cm

8

HALF ROUND BOLSTER

PURE WHITE
TANNER#10

417190

CHARCOAL
TANNER#60

417194



STRETCH ING

MASSAGE 

RE IK I

SH IATSU

ACUPRESSURE

SPORT MASSAGE

AND MORE. . .



SILHOUET-TONE CANADA
2185 Michelin Street
Laval, Québec, Canada
1 866 340-9456
info@silhouettone.com 

SILHOUET-TONE US
1623 NW 84th Avenue
Miami, FL 33126 USA
1 800 552-0418
stusa@silhouettone.com

SILHOUET-TONE EUROPE
9 rte Suisse
CH 1295-Mies, Suisse
+41 22 775-15 60
sts@silhouet-tone.com

420131


